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Take-home messages 

- An R&R is not a rejection! Resubmit your R&Rs. 

- Develop informal, collegial relationships with book series editors and acquisitions editors at 

presses, as if both you and they were real people. Don’t wait until you are ready to 

buttonhole them with a hype-laden elevator pitch. 

- Do some investigation to see whether presses (and journals) do developmental editing. It’s 

great to have that support, especially early in your career. 

 

Harriet Ritvo 

Two book series: 

- Flows, Migrations, and Exchanges (UNC Press, co-edited with Mart Stewart) 

o Flows, Migrations, and Exchanges publishes works of environmental history that 

explore the cross-border movements of organisms and materials that have shaped 

the modern world, as well as the varied human attempts to understand, regulate, 

and manage these movements.  

o The relationship with the editor at the press is at least as important as relationship 

with the academic editors. Brandon Proia, the series editor at the UNC Press, is both 

open-minded and energetic.  

o Books in the pipeline: British military and ornithology; Navy and marine 

environment; jaguars in South America; species acclimatization in Australia. 

- Animals, History, and Culture (Johns Hopkins UP) 

o Hiatus in this series for a few years; now a couple of books in the pipeline: rabies, 

dogs in NYC, comparative slaughterhouses. 

- Most often, authors are in contact with a series editor or an editor at the press before 

submitting a proposal. 

- Sometimes contracts come through based on a proposal and sample chapters; sometimes 

with manuscript. Contracts are not binding on the press. 

- Once you start talking about the final object, the marketing department takes over from 

editorial. Marketing can fuss about title and the design. 

 

 

  

https://www.uncpress.org/series/flows-migrations-exchanges/


Paul Sutter 

 

There are a lot of book series in environmental history. There is so much good work in the field. 

Other presses are moving into environmental history, too (including Harvard). 

Brief history of Weyerhaeuser series 

- Bill Cronon the first editor. By now, 50-60 books. 

- Not necessarily environmental history. An environmental books series. Challenging, 
however, to move beyond environmental history. 

- Paul: I want these books to be historically informed, even if they aren’t historical per se. 

Distinctive features of Weyerhaeuser 

- Lots of energy devoted to developmental editing. This is really important – often press 

editors just process peer reviews. The good thing about publishing in a series is that the 

series editors can give you additional feedback and ride herd over the review process. 

- Because of this, the series offers advance contracts. It’s more about making a mutual 

commitment. 

- Aim: modest crossover appeal. Clear, accessible, lucid, elegant writing. Work hard with 

authors to achieve that. We aren’t going to sell 10-20K copies, but we usually sell 1.5-3K. 

That’s pretty good, for academic publishing. That means there’s a bar that we need to clear 

in reaching beyond an academic audience. 

- They ask authors: who else is going to read this, and how are you going to reach out to 
them? For Paul’s first book, he and Bill made an effort to figure out how to make the book 

appeal to wilderness activists. 

- They coach authors on how to market their own books. Authors do a lot of this work 

themselves. Authors have to partner with the press to most efficiently market their books. 

- Production: they produce beautiful books. The series gives stipends to authors for artwork 

and other production costs. They involve the authors in this process. 

- We do a lot of work to build community. Author dinner at every ASEH meeting.  

- Took this series over in an interesting moment in the evolution of the field of environmental 

history. Bill’s tenure: books at the nature-culture intersection. Now: the books are all over 

the map. 

Other points 

- Titles that embody arguments are great, but marketing often goes with different sorts of 

titles. 

  



Lisa Brady 

Experience 

- Lisa was an editorial assistant for University of Kansas Press for three years. She knows the 

press side of doing that work. Fascinating to see the process move from inquiry letters to 

manuscripts through developmental editing, copy editing, production. 

- Editor, Environmental History 

Journal publishing 

- Very much constrained by space. Room for 12-18 articles every year. Gets upwards of 100 

submissions every year. 

- Various types of publications: feature on the gallery (visual culture); book reviews; sporadic 

contributions such as forums, curated by forum editors who have worked with authors on 

collections; source notes (essays on the material culture of evidence – what types of sources 

environmental historians might use). Plus online essays on the practice of environmental 

history (e.g. teaching) – insights into how people do their work. 

- Acceptance rate from 8-13%. Although this number can be a bit misleading, because a 

certain percentage of submissions aren’t appropriate or result in R&Rs that never resubmit. 

- Goals: broaden out the international reach of the journal. Had been focused on American 

environmental history (like the field); broaden out the temporal scope; broaden the topical 

reach (war and environment, material culture, Dagomar Degroot piece on asteroids and 

Jupiter). A signal of the maturity of the field: we can talk about what it is and what it isn’t. 

- Editors are always looking for good work and they are also always turning people down. 

- Sends all of the plausible articles out for review. Important for junior authors to get 

feedback. 

- Breakdown: 2017: 126 submissions. 9 invited. So 115 actual submissions. 15 for the gallery, 

so 100 actual article ms. 26 of these were revisions. 20 thanks but find another journal. 25 

R&R decisions. Of those, 15 resubmissions. Zero outright accepts. In entire tenure, two 

minor revision decisions. 

o Europeans often take R&R as a rejection (says Finn Arne). It’s not! 

o Gender issues – women scholars resubmit less frequently than men do. 

- Lisa is very involved in any article that goes through. There will be 2-3 revisions on every 

article that goes through. Works with authors on style. 

- Part of the decision-making process for the editor is to ensure that, for a journal with a 

broad reach, the journal publishes as broad a range of articles as possible. SO with a field-

wide journal like EH, if somebody has published on your topic, it’s probably less likely that 

the journal will publish on this topic again. Diversity is a goal. 

 

 

  



Discussion 

- (1) open-access publishing vs. curation; (2) readers often now go straight to an article 

online rather than browsing journal issues. does that affect the process? 

o Lisa: You can’t necessarily curate an issue that coheres as a whole (especially with a 

broad journal like EH). Online searchability is a detriment to this process, but 

individual authors may benefit from this process. 

▪ Open-access – pushes publication costs onto the author. Problem with open-
access for disciplines like history. Grants in history don’t include funding for 

open-access author fees. Not comfortable unilaterally choosing one article 

per issue to make open-access – doesn’t seem fair. 

o Paul: it’s a matter of the economics of publishing. You used to be able to count on 

break-even sales to libraries. Now 250 or so. Presses have to sell books to make 

their costs. 

- (1) how does the shift in the major professional hurdle from getting tenure to getting 

a job affect publishing? (2) in this sense, what’s the deal with advance contracts? 

o Paul: not an advocate for rushing into a relationship with a press. Getting into a 

publishing relationship too quickly can be as dangerous as taking too long. By two 

years out, you should be in serious conversations with a press; otherwise people 

start asking questions. 

- Tactical DOs and DON’Ts when it comes to packaging / tone? 

o Paul: DON’T overreach in inflating the importance of your book. Just tell me the 

good work that this book is going to do. DON’T take a salesmanlike attitude. DO 

introduce yourself to editors early, lay the foundation for a casual, collegial 

relationship. DO be normal and lay groundwork early on. 

o Harriet: DON’T present their work as antagonistic to everything that’s gone before 

instead of in productive conversation with it. DON’T use a condescending first or 

second person plural. 

o Lisa: DO follow directions. Read the submission guidelines and follow them. DON’T 

argue with the editor. DO respond to reader’s reports justifying what you will and 

won’t do. DON’T be afraid to take your book elsewhere if the reviewers and editor 

just want a different book. 

- What does it take to be a good reviewer? 

o Lisa: I have a no-go list of reviewers who are mean and unhelpful (whether because 

they write very little or because they are overly critical without providing 

constructive feedback). I also have a list of reviewers who are too nice. To be an 

effective reviewer, engage with the ms. critically. Point out what the ms. does well 

and where the ms. needs to be improved. Tackle the nuts and bolts of argument and 

evidence. Land somewhere in the middle, between praise and critique. 

o Paul: reviews that are critically engaged without being hit jobs. Begin with the 

positive. Always have something good to say. If I’m going to give a critical review 

and it’s someone I know, I reveal myself. I’m not willing to be negative unless I’m 

willing to put myself into the mix. Ask yourself: if the person knew who I was, would 

I write this? When a reader didn’t understand the book: you need to figure out, as an 

author, why the reader didn’t get it. 

- What should the book proposal submission package look like? 

o Harriet: marketing section is usually there and usually fantastical. 



o Paul: okay, what makes a good book proposal. (1) What’s the problem that the book 

is addressing? (Not: topic or argument.) Historiographic question, but not only 

historiographic; also a larger “so what.” Leading with this is very effective. Get into 

the second graf with what your project is doing. (2) How am I going to change this 

from a dissertation into a book. How am I going to take this study and open it up to a 

broader readership? Framing: why do my readers want to read this? (Journal 

articles as well as books.) (3) Deft engagement with historiography, not dense 

engagement with historiography. Framing that catches the historiographic current 

but doesn’t get sucked to the bottom. (4) Can you write, tell stories, create a 

narrative arc. (5) Sample chapter: revised book chapter. Can this person write? How 

do they work with evidence and build argument? (6) How long is it? Magic number: 

100K words. If it’s more than 100K words, we’re going to need to talk. 80-100K 

words is what he’s looking for. 

o Harriet: An anecdotal lede can be effective, too. Gives a sense of how you write. 

- Print-on-demand 

o Paperbacks: books will now never go out of print. Paperbacks get printed on 

demand. Now it’s pretty common and pretty good. Set of production standards that 

have to be met on front end that have to be met to do print on demand on the back 

end.  

- At what point does teachability come into the conversation? 
o Paul: probably don’t do that work as much as he’d want to. BUT: (1) books that 

engage at the level of explanation that most dissertations don’t. You’ve got to 

explain the stuff that you’re assuming from the historiography. That takes a difficult 

mental writerly shift. You have to become comfortable explaining your topic at a 

different writerly level. The piece of advice I give my authors MOST OFTEN – very 

useful post-dissertation – tell me the story of this book. Go back to the moment that 

you discovered the topic but knew nothing about it. I thought I’d tell story X. But I 

discovered A and B. Now it’s story Y. This way, you catch a reader and show her 

where you’ve gone, rather than where you ended up. 

▪ Also: just become more confident that you’re right. Pull back on some of the 

evidence. 

▪ Bill Cronon: I look for writers for the series who are good teachers. So… 

think about how you would teach what you’re writing. Editor asks: does this 

person have a good sense for how to teach what they’re writing about? 

o Harriet: what’s teachable is so different for different constituencies. 

o Lisa: I urge authors to think about how their subject related to bigger issues. 

Readability is one of the biggest things. Part of that is getting rid of historiographic 

stuff in argument and footnotes. Choose the best, most representative examples of 

secondary (and primary!) literature. You need to make the article about your work, 

your contribution. Students aren’t going to read it if it’s arcane and dense. 

o Paul: most people only want a glimpse at your expertise. One book, not three.  

- How do you conceive of the dissertation with the book and future articles in mind? 

o Paul: when you’re about halfway through your dissertation, write an article out of it. 

Writing a journal article based on the dissertation forces you to figure out what the 

dissertation is about. 

- Dissertation to book? 



o Lisa: Read the books you love, and think about how to write that book. Read a couple 

paragraphs of a book you love when you sit down to write. Look at structure, 

format, framing of books that you like. 

o Paul: paring down supporting evidence. Explaining more. Imposing argumentative 

and interpretive discipline. Making sure you have good topic sentences. 

Foregrounding narrative and character. 

o Lisa: bring in the right author at the right time, not just a pile of historiography all in 

one place. This is part of a larger story that other people are also writing about. 

o Paul: you have to choose what your book is about. Of the many arguments you’re 

trying to make, which one is going to be the primary thrust of the book and how are 

you going to nest the others under it? 

- # of chapters? Pros and cons of trade presses? 

o Paul: I like symmetry. Digestible length of chapters. Not too many, unless you’re 

Kate Brown. 

o Trade presses: no peer review. You have to insist upon it or figure out another way 

to make it happen. Less forgiving on timeline. More of a marketing flash in a pan. 

Academic presses are good at keeping books in front of people for a long time. 

- Trends in the field? 

o Lisa: 

▪ continuing staples: conservation and environmentalism; place-based 
location studies; ag and forest history; urban history 

▪ new directions: climate, space, atmosphere studies (Dagomar Degroot); 

animals (growing); marine studies; energy; 

▪ NEED MORE OF: migration (of all sorts of things); consumption; premodern; 

gender and race; conflict (not war) – smaller conflicts that erupt in moments 

of crisis. 

▪ Will environment as a category of analysis hold it all together? 

o Paul: a history contending with what we contend to be environmental problems. 

o Recent development: we can be advocates using history. Backing away from the 

pose of critical objectivity. 


